A Simple Approach for Enhancing the Output Performance of Solar-Pumped Solid-State Lasers
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A simple truncated fused silica elliptical cavity is proposed to enhance the output performance of solar-pumped solid-state lasers. The imaging property of the truncated elliptical cavity ensures an enhanced absorption distribution within an Nd:YAG rod. Optimum pumping parameters are found through ZEMAX nonsequential ray-tracing and LASCAD laser cavity analyses. Compared with the output laser performance of a 3D-compound parabolic concentrator-2D-compound parabolic concentrator (3D-CPC-2D-CPC) cavity, the truncated cavity provides 11% more multimode and 72.7% more TEM00 laser powers. A laser beam of high beam quality can be produced efficiently. The standard tracking error for multimode laser power is also reduced to only 4.0% by the truncated cavity.
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1. Introduction

Solar-pumped lasers convert broadband solar radiation into coherent and narrowband laser emissions. Since the appearance of the first solar-pumped laser [1], researchers have been attempting to improve the output performance such as collection efficiency and beam quality [2–6]. Tracking error-induced laser power decrease is also a major concern [7], since heliostat tracking error shifts the center of absorption inside the laser rod and the resonator stability depends on how well the sun is tracked. The technologies of photovoltaics and diode-pumped solid-state lasers have separately attracted much attention and achieved industrial maturity. The direct pumping of a solid-state laser from sunlight to laser light saves two energy conversion steps and is potentially more efficient. However, much less consideration has been devoted to direct solar-pumped lasers and the technology is currently much less mature. Solar-pumped laser is, however, much simpler and more reliable due to the complete elimination of electrical power generation and power conditioning equipment. Space-based applications for solar lasers hold the most promise. 6.7 W/m² collection efficiency has been achieved by pumping the Nd:YAG rod within the 3D-compound parabolic concentrator-2D-compound parabolic concentrator (3D-CPC-2D-CPC) cavity [6]. The recent progress in high-efficiency and economical solar-pumped laser with a Fresnel lens and a chromium codoped ceramic laser rod has largely improved the collection efficiency to 18.7 W/m² [8]. Researchers, including us, are now strongly motivated to build a powerful solar-pumped laser for the efficient reduction of magnesium (Mg) from magnesium oxide (MgO). Large amounts of heat and hydrogen (H₂) are given off from the reaction of magnesium with water. Mg can be an alternative to fossil fuel. But for a magnesium combustion engine to function as a practical source of energy, the lasers need to be powered by a renewable energy source, such as solar power.

The imaging property of an elliptical cavity has already been widely explored in solid-state lasers, contributing to the improvement of laser beam quality [9–11]. An input face of the truncated cavity is firstly positioned to the focal area of a primary parabolic mirror. By optical refraction at the air/fused silica interface, a concentrated focal spot with large rim angle is then converted into a divergent spot with
small rim angle within the fused silica material, facilitating its further concentration into the laser rod by the truncated cavity. ZEMAX nonsequential ray-tracing and LASCAD laser cavity analyses confirm both the laser efficiency and the beam quality advantages of the truncated cavity. Large standard tracking error for multimode power from the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity is considerably reduced by the truncated cavity.


The astigmatic corrected target aligned (ACTA) solar concentrator system [6] provided an efficient pumping approach, enabling the convenient placement of the laser system on a horizontal optical table. The segmented primary mirror of 3.4 m diameter and 17 m radius of curvature was mounted on a two-axis heliostat programmed to track the sun continuously and project the reflected sunlight toward the entrance plane of a secondary concentrator via a plane folding mirror. The double-stage secondary concentrator consisted of a first-stage 3D-CPC followed by a second-stage folding mirror. The double-stage secondary concentrator the entrance plane of a secondary concentrator via a plane mirror of 3.4 m diameter and 17 m radius of curvature was saved as source wavelength data in ZEMAX software. In order to reduce the thermal load on the laser rod in the ACTA solar laser system, the IR radiation which does not contribute to laser pumping is filtered out by the 45° filter residing between the folding mirror and the entrance plane of the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC concentrator. The same filter eliminates also the radiation below 500 nm to prevent the creation of color centers within the rod. Only the source wavelength data within 527 nm–880 nm range are, therefore, analyzed in ZEMAX software. The undesirable UV+Visible (less than 500 nm) and IR (more than 880 nm) radiation were not included in the ray-tracing analysis. For the terrestrial insolation value of 900 W/m², 6165 W solar power reaches the ACTA mirror with 6.85 m² collection area. If 14% overlap between the Nd:YAG absorption spectra and the solar spectra is considered [3], 864 W total absorbable solar power is then attributed to a 3.4 m diameter circular light source, representing absorbable incoming radiation to the ACTA mirror, in ZEMAX software. 0.27° solar half-angle is assumed in the ray-tracing analysis.

Optical Parameters for the Components of the ACTA Solar Laser System. To numerically analyze the ACTA solar laser system, 85% reflectivity for the first-stage ACTA mirror, 90% reflectivity for the folding mirror, and 95% reflectivity for all the other reflector surfaces of the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity were used in ZEMAX analysis. The quartz flow tube has 1 mm wall thickness. Three is a 1.5 mm gap between the flow tube and the rod for cooling water. The side surface of both the rod and the flow tube is modeled as uncoated. The solar spectra absorption coefficients for both water and the quartz flow tube are also defined accordingly. The 6.0 mm diameter cylindrical rod is divided into a total of 40 000 zones. During ray tracing, the path length in each intercepted zone is found. With this value and the absorption coefficients of the 22 peak absorption wavelengths, the total power absorbed by the rod can be calculated by summing up the absorbed pump radiations of all the zones within the rod. The absorbed powers for the rods of other diameters are also analyzed.
Ray propagation within the rod is three dimensional. However, the number of rays propagating along the rod axis direction is assumed equal on average. The ray distribution along the rod axis is uniform as a result. As a typical illustration, we choose the central cross-sectional absorption distribution perpendicular to the rod axis. The gray-scale central cross-sectional absorption distribution of the 6.0 mm diameter rod, pumped by the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity, is given in Figure 2. Black signifies near maximum absorption, whereas white signifies little or no absorption. The 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity does not provide a near-Gaussian absorption profile. There exists low absorption density in the central core region. The ray-tracing analysis indicates that there is also a strong lack of rotational symmetry and the maximum occurs on the sides of the rod. The absorption distribution pumped by the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity is also represented by the absorbed flux/volume distributions along both the central cross-section row and the central cross-section column of the rod, as shown in Figure 2, indicating also a lack of absorbed flux in the central rod region.

The angular tracking error of a commercial heliostat may reach 2 mrad [14]. For 8.5 m focal distance, 2 mrad error corresponds to 17 mm transversal shift from the ideal focal position of the ACTA mirror. If the focal spot moves in the direction parallel to the laser rod axis, the strong pump absorption distribution will be shifted correspondingly along the rod in the opposite axial direction, causing only minor reduction in output laser power. If the focal spot moves in the direction perpendicular to the rod axis (the transversal shift as we named), the strong absorption distribution within the rod will be shifted laterally in the direction perpendicular to the rod axis, causing significant reduction in laser output power. It is, therefore, sensible to concentrate only on the transversal shift of the focal spot in ray-tracing analysis. Pumped by the concentrated light spot with 17 mm transversal shift along the input plane, the gray-scale absorption distribution for the 6.0 mm diameter rod is illustrated in Figure 3. Significant difference is found between the absorption distributions without and with tracking errors, as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The transversal shift to the right side causes the dislocation of absorbed pump power to the left bottom side of the rod.
and the TEM00 laser powers are listed in Table 1. We define from each rod. The absorbed pump powers, the multimode, also tested separately to optimize the output laser power error 2 mrad, vertical unit in W/mm²).

6 mm diameters are tested separately within the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity, the Nd:YAG rods of 3, 4, 5, and 6 mm length. To evaluate the laser performance of the Nd:YAG rod of 50 mm length through the 2D-CPC cavity is still enough space for both mounting and cooling the Nd:YAG rod within the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity (angular tracking 2 mrad, diﬀerent reflectivity, ranging from 80% to 98%, are tested individually to maximize the multimode laser power. A plane-parallel laser resonator of 450 mm length, an averaged solar pump wavelength of 660 nm, and a round-trip loss of 5.0% [3] are used in the LASCAD analysis. For the 6 mm diameter and 72 mm length Nd:YAG rod, 47 W laser power is achieved by adopting a 95% reﬂectivity output coupler, matching well with the published experimental data of 45 W [6]. This result validates also our estimate on the overlap between the solar emission spectra and the Nd:YAG absorption spectra.

In LASCAD simulation, 45 W output laser power is optimized to 57.3 W by using the 6 mm diameter laser rod of only 50 mm, rather than 72 mm length. The round-trip loss is consequently reduced from 5.0% to 3.6%. There is still enough space for both mounting and cooling the Nd:YAG rod of 50 mm length through the 2D-CPC cavity of 33 mm length. To evaluate the laser performance of the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity, the Nd:YAG rods of 3, 4, 5, and 6 mm diameters are tested separately within the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity. Output coupler of diﬀerent reﬂectivity is also tested separately to optimize the output laser power from each rod. The absorbed pump powers, the multimode, and the TEM00 laser powers are listed in Table 1. We deﬁne the standard tracking error as the power decrease resulting from a 2 mrad tracking error divided by the laser power without tracking error. For the 17 mm shift along the input plane of the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity, the standard tracking errors are given in italics in Table 1. With the increase of rod diameter, there exist gradual increases in both absorbed pump power and multimode laser power. The TEM00 laser power is, however, adversely affected. A small diameter rod is effective in producing TEM00 laser power. Relatively stable and large standard tracking errors are dominant phenomena in the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity. As rod diameter increases, there exists a slow increase in standard tracking errors for output laser powers. The reasons for these variations will be discussed in Section 4.

The 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity is commonly designed according to the edge-ray principle of nonimaging optics [15]. The CPC is used to convert the radiation from a large area homogenous source emitting uniformly into small angles, to a small area homogenous output emitting uniformly into large angles, thus the etendue is preserved. This preservation implies that irradiance is larger at the output surface than at the input surface, leading to a net concentration of the pump radiation. The 3D-CPC-2D-CPC solar laser pumping system has, therefore, the advantage of the eﬃcient collection and concentration of pump power from the large area input surface of the 3D-CPC concentrator to the small area rod surface of the Nd:YAG medium. As seen from Figures 2 and 3, edge-ray design methods are, however, too constrained to provide the desired absorption distribution within the central core region of the laser rod, leading to reduced laser beam quality. There are nevertheless numerous applications of when the strong concentration of pump energy within the central laser rod volume is beneﬁcial in laser technology. It is, therefore, desirable to search for other cavity designs that can produce eﬃcient laser operation and laser beam of high beam quality.

3. Truncated Fused Silica Elliptical Cavity

A heliostat with a plane mirror and a parabolic mirror are generally combined to pump a solar laser. In direct tracking mode, the parabolic mirror is mounted directly onto the heliostat. A laser head is mounted at the focal area of the parabolic mirror. Direct tracking features high collection eﬃciency. A small plane folding mirror can be applied to invert the incoming solar radiation so that the laser head can be installed a little more conveniently. In indirect tracking mode, a large plane mirror is mounted on a heliostat which redirects the incoming solar radiation to a stationary parabolic mirror. The laser head can be conveniently mounted at the focal area of the parabolic mirror. Easy laser resonator alignment is ensured. Both the heliostat and the parabolic mirrors can be easily installed on

---

Table 1: Laser output performance and the respective standard 2 mrad tracking errors for the laser rods of diﬀerent diameters, pumped by the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>3 mm</th>
<th>4 mm</th>
<th>5 mm</th>
<th>6 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P_{ABS} (W)</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td>182.0</td>
<td>229.2</td>
<td>264.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard tracking error (%)</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{M-M} (W)</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard tracking error (%)</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{TEM00} (W)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard tracking error (%)</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the same height [3]. Due to the large plane mirror required for redirecting the incoming rays from different incident angles, low collection efficiency is revealed by indirect tracking mode. The 3D-CPC-2D-CPC approach provides, on the other hand, advanced and high-cost technology for achieving the high collection efficiency. The simple and low-cost heliostat plane mirror and parabolic mirror combination is nevertheless still preferred in solar-pumped laser research. Due to the compactness of the truncated cavity and its consequent easy fitting in the focal area of the parabolic mirror, direct tracking mode is analyzed here to ensure high collection efficiency. Our analysis is also valid for the simple heliostat plane mirror and stationary parabolic mirror pumping approach.

The elliptical cavity is based on the geometrical theorem that rays originating from one focal line of an elliptical cylinder are reflected to the other focal line. As a consequence of the preservation of angles, the portion of the elliptical reflector nearer the rod forms a reduced image of the pump source [16]. For the truncated elliptical cavity mounted in the focal area of the parabolic mirror, as shown in Figure 4(a), the concentrated rays of 60° rim angle are firstly refracted into the divergent rays of 36° rim angle within the fused silica cavity. As a result of the significant reduction in incident rim angle, from 60° to 36°, only the portion of the elliptical reflector near the crystal and the two end faces are finally used to focus tightly the pump radiations along the central core region of the laser rod.

Some practical considerations are important for the ray-tracing analysis. 900 W/m² solar irradiance is used as ZEMAX analysis. By using the 3.4 diameter and 1.32 m focal distance parabolic mirror, mounted directly on the two-axis heliostat in direct tracking mode, 6020 W solar power is concentrated into a 13.6 mm FWHM diameter focal spot on the entrance plane of the truncated cavity. The focal spot has a near-Gaussian profile with 19.8 W/mm² maximum power density, resulting in a temperature high enough for melting metal. It is, however, still far below the 1665°C softening point for fused silica material. Even without active cooling, fused silica light guide and fibres have already been successfully used to transport high flux solar radiation without any damage to the optical material [17, 18]. The utility of fused silica material for the proposed approach is hence ensured. High optical purity (99.9999%) fused silica material can be used to manufacture the truncated cavity, as shown in Figure 4(b). The truncated input face is coplanar with the first focal line and perpendicular to the major axis of the truncated elliptical cavity. A 9 mm diameter cylindrical cooling channel is opened along the second focal line. Both the input face and the inner surface of the cooling channel of the cavity are optically polished to allow for the highest transparency. The highly concentrated focal spot can easily damage antireflection coatings and all the polished surfaces are therefore assumed as uncoated in ZEMAX analysis. The curved elliptical cavity surface and the two parallel end faces are also optically polished and gold coating is finally applied (not shown in Figure 4(b)). A specularly reflective fused silica pump cavity is hence formed. The pump wavelengths above 500 nm are efficiently reflected to the rod, while the wavelengths below 500 nm are poorly reflected and absorption occurs at the cavity walls. A small dielectric or metallic multilayer plane folding mirror [19], for example, a cold mirror, is mounted near the focal area of the parabolic mirror. Useful solar radiation (from 500 nm to 880 nm) is reflected to the truncated cavity while infrared heat (larger than 880 nm) is transmitted away from the folding mirror. The efficient cooling to the rod, the truncated cavity, and the plane folding mirror are of vital importance. The laser rod is mounted between two crystal holders, supported by two water-cooled end blocks, between which the truncated cavity is mounted.

The maximum absorbed pump radiation and the most favorable absorption distribution within the rod are two crucial factors for optimizing the truncated cavity. The matching between the absorption spectra of 1.1% Nd:YAG medium and the solar radiation spectra is analyzed, as mentioned in the previous section. Identical to the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC system, 85% folding mirror angle-averaged reflectivity, 90% parabolic mirror reflectivity, 95% cavity reflectivity are also utilized. The central cross-sectional absorption distribution perpendicular to the rod axis is also examined. The cross-sectional gray-scale absorption distribution for the 6 mm diameter Nd:YAG rod, pumped by the truncated cavity, is given in Figure 5. Black signifies near maximum absorption, whereas white signifies little or no absorption. The truncated cavity does provide a near-Gaussian absorption profile. The ray-tracing analysis indicates that there is high degree of rotational symmetry and the maximum absorption occurs along the central core region of the rod. The cross-sectional absorption profiles pumped by the truncated cavity are represented by the absorbed flux/volume distribution along both the central cross-section row and the central cross-section column of the 6 mm diameter rod, as shown in Figure 5, indicating the strong concentration of absorbed flux in the central core region. The optimized truncated elliptical cavity has finally the following dimensions: $a = 25$ mm, $b = 19$ mm, and $h = 32$ mm.

The 2 mrad angular tracking error is also used for the two-axis heliostat upon which a primary parabolic concentrator of 3.4 m diameter and 1.32 m focal distance are mounted, resulting in 2.656 mm transversal shift from the ideal focal position. Similar to the previous section, we concentrate here only on the standard tracking error analysis for the transversal shift of the focal spot. Figure 6 shows the gray-scale cross-sectional absorption distribution for the 6.0 mm diameter Nd:YAG rod. The symmetric absorption distribution in Figure 5 is slightly shifted away from the central core region.

The optimized absorbed pump flux data from the ray-tracing analysis is then processed by LASCAD software for optimizing the multimode laser power in a plane-parallel laser resonator of 450 mm length and 3.6% round-trip loss. The averaged solar pump wavelength of 660 nm is also utilized. Output coupler reflectivity is used for maximizing the multimode laser power. Nd:YAG rods of different diameters are analyzed individually. The absorbed pump powers, the multimode, and the TEM00 laser powers are listed in Table 2. The standard tracking error for each laser power is listed.
Figure 4: (a) Three-dimensional view of the truncated cavity (only 10 trace rays are illustrated in the figure). (b) A preliminary experimental setup of the truncated cavity is shown. Both the curved elliptical surface and the side faces are still uncoated.

Figure 5: Gray-scale absorption distribution for the 6 mm diameter Nd:YAG rod within the truncated cavity (Vertical unit in W/mm²).

Figure 6: Gray-scale absorption distribution for the 6 mm diameter Nd:YAG rod within the truncated cavity (angular tracking error 2 mrad, vertical unit in W/mm²).

Table 2: Laser output performances and the respective standard 2 mrad tracking errors for the laser rods of different diameters, pumped by the truncated cavity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>3 mm</th>
<th>4 mm</th>
<th>5 mm</th>
<th>6 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P_{ABS} (W)</td>
<td>136.2</td>
<td>185.9</td>
<td>230.2</td>
<td>269.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard tracking error (%)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{MLM} (W)</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>63.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard tracking error (%)</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{TEM00} (W)</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard tracking error (%)</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

below each respective power value. With small diameter rod, high-order modes are suppressed by large diffraction losses and beam quality improves. High pumping density or small rod surface is attractive but challenging for the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC approach. The total absorbed pump powers within small diameter rods are, however, largely improved by the truncated cavity, as compared by both Tables 1 and 2.

4. Comparisons between the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC Cavity and the Truncated Fused Silica Elliptical Cavity

4.1. 3D-CPC-2D-CPC Cavity. The ray-tracing analysis indicates that the first-stage 3D-CPC causes the major transmission loss. Besides, the 17 mm transverse shift of focal spot along the entrance plane of the first 3D-CPC concentrator results in 6% extra transmission loss. Independent of the rod diameter used for capturing the pump radiation within the secondary 2D-CPC cavity, the 6% extra pump power has already been lost in the first-stage. This explains why the standard tracking error for the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity remains relatively large and stable. Large diameter rod traps slightly more pump power, so there is a slow reduction in the standard tracking error, varying between 6.7% and 6.3%, as the rod diameter increases from 3 mm to 6 mm. The transverse shift of the focal spot increases the output angles of the rays exiting from the 3D-CPC concentrator.
The incident angles of the rays entering the 2D-CPC cavity are also increased. By observing the edge-ray principle in nonimaging optics [15], the absorbed pump power within the rod is shifted further away from the central core region, as shown in Figure 3. The concentration of the absorbed pump power in the peripheral zones of the rod is increased. Only a large diameter rod is capable of absorbing all the tracking error-dependent pump radiations. The laser power from the large diameter rod is hence sensitive to the tracking errors. Small diameter laser rod captures less pump power, missing especially the tracking error-dependent pump radiation located away from the rod axis. Small diameter rod is therefore less sensitive to tracking errors. This explains why the tracking error for the laser powers in Table 1 increases slowly with the increase of rod diameters.

### 4.2. Truncated Fused Silica Elliptical Cavity

Compared with the multimode performances of the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity, as listed in Table 1, there exists a general improvement in multimode powers for the rod of all diameters when the truncated cavity is applied, as listed in Table 2. With the increase of rod diameter, the standard tracking error is reduced from 7.1% to 4.0%. Due to the imaging properties of the elliptical cavity, the concentrated focal spot without or with tracking errors can all be concentrated exactly or approximately in the central core region of the 6 mm diameter rod, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. The absorbed pump power and the output laser power for large diameter rod are less sensitive to the transversal movement of the focal spot. Any transversal shift of the spot can, however, cause significant variation of absorbed pump power for small diameter rod. This explains why the standard tracking error for the multimode laser powers is gradually reduced with the increase of rod diameter.

Figure 1 and Table 1 indicate that the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity is not effective in providing the absorbed pump power within the central core region, producing significantly less TEM_{00} power. Due to the large enhancement in the absorbed power within the central core region, as shown in Figure 5, the strong increase in TEM_{00} laser power is easily achieved by the truncated cavity. The imaging property of the elliptical cavity signifies that any shift of the focal spot along the input face causes the inevitable variation of the absorbed pump power within the central core region. The standard tracking error for TEM_{00} laser power from the truncated cavity is hence large, varying from 11.5% to 9.5%, as shown in Table 2. The standard tracking error from the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity is also relatively large, varying from 8.6% to 9.2%, as shown in Table 1.

The truncated cavity constitutes an effective alternative to the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity. The laser output performance such as laser power and beam quality can be significantly enhanced by this simple pumping approach. The standard tracking error for the truncated cavity compares also favorably with the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity. Table 3 summarizes the advantages of the truncated cavity. The positive values in bold represent the enhancements in the absorbed pump powers, in the multimode and, significantly, in the TEM_{00} laser powers. On the other hand, the negative values in italics represent the reduction in standard tracking errors. There exist a general enhancement in laser powers and an obvious reduction in standard tracking errors for multimode laser powers. The positive values in italics represent the deficiency of the truncated cavity, revealing slightly larger standard tracking errors for the TEM_{00} power than those by the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity.

The $M^2$ factors for the 6 mm diameter rod, pumped by the truncated cavity, are finally analyzed by LASCAD software. $M^2_x = 49$ and $M^2_y = 56$ are achieved for the 450 mm resonator length, representing a near-symmetric beam profile. The $M^2$ factors for the same rod, pumped by the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity, are also analyzed. $M^2_x = 29$ and $M^2_y = 121$ are obtained for the same resonator length, revealing, however, a much more asymmetric beam profile. Laser beam brightness is the power divided by the product of beam spot area and its solid angle. That product is proportional to the product of $M^2_x$ $M^2_y$ for asymmetric beam. Thus, we define a figure of merit $B$, which is the laser power divided by $M^2_x$ $M^2_y$. When the 6 mm diameter rod is pumped by the truncated cavity, 63.6 W laser power, $M^2_x = 49$ and $M^2_y = 56$ are obtained. The figure of merit $B$ is 0.023 W. When the same rod is pumped by the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity, 57.3 W laser power, $M^2_x = 29$ and $M^2_y = 121$ are achieved. The figure of merit $B$ is then reduced to 0.016 W. The introduction of the truncated cavity favors, therefore, the efficient emission of high quality laser beam.

### 5. Conclusions

The truncated fused silica elliptical cavity is both simple and compact. ZEMAX nonsequential ray-tracing and LASCAD laser cavity analysis softwares are used to numerically calculate the laser output performance of the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity, serving as an excellent reference for the numerical evaluation of the proposed truncated cavity. In terms of laser efficiency, Table 3 reveals a general enhancement in the absorbed pump powers and the laser powers. The best choice is obviously the 6 mm diameter rod. Compared with the optimized output performances of 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity, the truncated cavity offers 3.6% more absorbed pump power.

### Table 3: Enhancements in the absorbed pump powers, the laser output powers, and the standard tracking errors achieved by the truncated cavity. Comparisons are made with the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity. The positive values in bold signify the enhancement in the powers in percentage. The negative values in italic represent the reduction in standard 2 mrad tracking errors in percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>3 mm</th>
<th>4 mm</th>
<th>5 mm</th>
<th>6 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{ABS}$ enhancement (%)</td>
<td>+5.2</td>
<td>+2.1</td>
<td>+0.4</td>
<td>+1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{TEM_{00}}$ enhancement (%)</td>
<td>+12.0</td>
<td>+8.6</td>
<td>+7.1</td>
<td>+11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{TEM_{00}}$ enhancement (%)</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-4.9</td>
<td>-5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{TEM_{00}}$ enhancement (%)</td>
<td>+29.0</td>
<td>+42.5</td>
<td>+62.1</td>
<td>+72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard tracking error (%)</td>
<td>+2.9</td>
<td>+2.4</td>
<td>+0.7</td>
<td>+0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11% more multimode laser power and, significantly, 72.7% more TEM00 power. There exists also 5.9% reduction in the standard tracking error for multimode laser power. Besides, the truncated cavity improves largely the pump absorption distributions. There is considerably more absorbed pump power within the central core region and the absorption profile is more rotationally symmetric than the asymmetric absorption profile pumped by the 3D-CPC-2D-CPC cavity. The truncated elliptical pumping approach is hence effective for producing efficiently the laser beam of high beam quality.
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